








NEAPOLIS JAZZ NET INTERVIEW

The young neapolitan singer Simona De Rosa, who studies in New York, is one of the 
beautiful reality of our jazz. Left for the States Simona De Rosa has gradually 
inserted herself in the boundless musical landscape of the "Big Apple", doing her 
studies at CUNY-Queens College at the Aaron Copland School of Music in New York 
and soon started to be recognized in the Big Apple. I was invited by the competent 
artistic director Dott. Giuseppe Reale to concert of Simona De Rosa, at the famous 
Jazz Club "Music Art" in Naples. At the end of the nice live performance I took the 
opportunity to ask a few questions to brilliant Neapolitan singer:

It may seem stupid , but I would like to begin this pleasant conversation asking: why 
New York? 

The choice of studying and living in New York was born exclusively by the desire to 
discover and breathe every day an atmosphere that is unique in the world. In the 
"Big Apple" there all cultures and ethnicities of the planet and you can combine the 
study of jazz with live protagonist, You can devote your energies during the day at 
the College and at night you can take part at the jam sessions that are held in all 
the rooms of the City. There you can meet everyone from talented colleagues to 
the great Herbie Hancock;there you can share (without fear) the pleasure of playing 
and singing. 

   
During your performance I’ve notices a lot of musical influences. Which is your 
favorite one?

The repertoire I chooded during the years includes a varied palette of genres and 
styles, however, if I had to point my first reference model would say without 
reservation that it was definitely the "soul music”. Aretha Franklin marked my initial 
approach to the vast panorama of  international music. Later on, my vocals turned 
to two icons of jazz music: first "Ella Fitzgerald", as an expression of the golden 
years of the  jazz tradition, then, "Dee Dee Bridgewater" as a member of a large 
class of modern aesthetics. Finally, the unique "Billie Holiday". For this reason  
tonight I choosed  a repertoire of different artists to which I added a couple of 
songs of classic Neapolitan tradition, demonstrating a path centered on my current 
living in New York and my deep neapolitan roots .

Inspired by this mentioned bridge between Naples and New York, we want to try to 
guess some short-term goals?

In the two years in New York I realized how important it is to broaden their horizons, 



without distorting its artistic personality or disown their origins. Therefore, when I 
think about my future career, I would like to have their own stylistic imprint, which 
have a real knowledge of sources representing singers of jazz from the 30s to the 
present day, hoping to reach soon a singular voice that figure, bound to my roots 
italiane- Neapolitan give me the opportunity to express myself through my music 
culture, not surprisingly often propose, always in jazz, even the classic Neapolitan 
song.

In recent times there has been a real plundering of classic Neapolitan songs by many 
jazz musicians of international themes: how to live this trend a Neapolitan DOC in 
America? 

There is a real musical culture of my beloved city that is expanding in recent years 
like wildfire. However, I believe that the love of jazz musicians from overseas to the 
traditional Neapolitan music is written in their DNA, thanks to the massive presence 
of our talent jazz grown in the States ... then, I asked myself: "Why not bundle my 
roots with the tradition of jazz? " If then, we look at the kind of language and 
accent (in America they ask me not to change my Italian and Neapolitan believe 
that cute / cute) I think it is interesting to propose the staff naturalness and 
spontaneity of my vocal expression. For this, I would be myself like a tree full of 
branches and leaves that have a meaning, a path or any other matter which may 
represent the tree in a song that I would like to be.

How does it feel to sing with an orchestra directed by the last living icon of the 
Duke Ellington Orchestra?

It all started from auditions and selections held in New York Elder teacher Randall 
Keith Horton (perhaps many will remember for being the last pianist alongside 
Ellington and directing after his death, at the express request of the sister of the 
same " Duke ", for over twenty years the" Duke Ellington Orchestra "). As you can 
imagine, I made the audition with my heart in my throat and the awareness of not 
having much of a chance, but I still wanted to get involved and, having studied 
intensively for two weeks repertoire required when the master I indicated that it 
recognized my voice a peculiar musicality in line with the project, I could not believe 
my ears. Then, after a month I held a concert with a choir of a hundred elements, a 
large orchestra conducted by RK Horton who now has also played the piano, living 
an incredible experience, absolutely unique, able to enrich educational path that I am 
following in America and promote the magical flowering tree that I mentioned a 
moment ago.

Where did the wraparound musicality and dynamics that characterize the vocal 



extension of Simona De Rosa? 

I think it's a very deliberate choice tone of voice that, thanks to the study, flows in 
a steady voice control alternating moments of pure power with other more relaxed 
and relaxed. My singing is also the result of a know myself and know how to listen 
to listen to the partners who support me from time to time, in order to be always 
pleasant and appropriate to the public in the audience.

What's cooking in respect of a new disk or a similar production? Among the many 
things I want to accomplish in a short I have confidence that I can announce, that, in 
March in America will record a live DVD with the symphony orchestra and the jazz 
orchestra conducted by an Italian director, this time choosing the format audiovisual 
because I believe that people are curious and want to see, understand, and peek 
concretely the personality of an artist, or rather, to realize live his real caliber.

One last question: what times are expected, however, for a project that can emerge 
even an original and personal creativity "?

Indeed, for some time I am working on my new and original writings, as I agree that 
present own compositions is the true completion of a path that, however, requires 
the right time of ripeness. the dial is a goal to which i am working very slowly, 
patiently, trying to reach a true presentation of my being an artist in the round, but 
I can not tell the time and manner of its realization ... that's why, in the meantime, 
I'm enjoying this!


